Vision and Specific Contribution

From Denpasar City Government to CityNet
WITH SPIRIT VASUDAIVA KHUTUMBAKAM

BROTHERHOOD

"Vasudaiva Khutumbakam" the meaning is we are brothers and sisters.

The life sector must be done with caring each other, understand each other and giving happy each other. All problems are overcome with brotherhood.

SUPPORTING AND COOPERATION FROM ALL DEVELOPMENT STAKEHOLDER

CREATIVE CITY BASED ON CULTURE TOWARDS DENPASAR ADVANCEMENT
VISION AND MISSION OF DENPASAR CITY “creative city based on culture towards Denpasar advancement”

CREATIVE CITY: DENPASAR IS CITY LIVING

- NATURE RESOURCES (how to stirring the innovation structure and lean on intellectual)
- HUMAN RESOURCES (how to stirring culture dynamic) and lean on balancing
- SPIRITUAL RESOURCES (how to stirring aparatur creative) and lean on balancing

DENPASAR BASED ON CULTURE

- Innovation, Dynamic and creation how to create convenience, self sufficenly and welfare society are controlled by culture based on.
- The cultures with in religion become a creative spirit for discipline and social balancing. Denpasar become smart, morally and religious.
- Based on Culture in the term can preserve regulation balancing power, empowerment skill, services willingness and development.

DENPASAR ADVANCEMENT (PROSPEROUS, SAFETY, INTEGRITY AND SUPERIOR)
A. Vision of Denpasar City

CREATIVE CITY BASED ON CULTURE TOWARDS DENPASAR ADVANCEMENT
PROSPEROUS, SAFETY, INTEGRITY AND SUPERIOR

B. MISSION OF DENPASAR CITY

1. Increasing prosperity for Denpasar public through developing services quality such as: education, healthy and public income in equitable
2. Keep maintaining stability and safety with under controlled civil order, food security, disaster mitigation and preparedness
3. Integrity and spirit Sewakadarma as strengthening bureaucracy reformation to good governance
4. Superior in Human Resources quality, utilizing technology and innovation to development balancing based on TRI HITA KARANA
5. The Strengthening of identity and people empowerment based on Culture of Bali.
Contribution to CityNet

CONTRIBUTION AND STRATEGY TO CITYNET THESE ARE:

1. PARTICIPATE WITH CITYNET IN ALL EVENTS TO REALIZE CONDUCIVE AND INCLUSIVE URBAN DEVELOPMENT.
2. DESIGN SET OF WORLD REGULATION ABOUT PROTECTION AND FULLFILLMENT WORLD DISABILITIES RIGHT.
3. THE ACTIVITIES OF COOPERATION IS USED TO SUPPORT SOCIETY SERVICES AND DISABILITY INCLUSIVE CREATIVE
4. TOGETHER PROPOSES BUDGET TO SUPPORT ACTIVITIES TO PROTECT AND FULLFILLMENT WORLD DISABILITIES RIGHT.
5. MAINTAINING SECURITY STABILITY WITH CONTROLLED FOOD SECURITY AND DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
6. INCREASE CHALLENGES TO FIGHTING PANDEMIC COVID-19. WE WORK TOGETHER, STRONG TOGETHER, RECOVER TOGETHER FOR MORE PEOPLE SAFE IN THE WORLD, FOR BETTER LIFE, SOCIAL INCLUSIVENESS, AND SAVE THE PEOPLE IN THE WORLD.